
Workbooks 

 

Teachers 

The Cambridge Checkpoint Lower Secondary World English workbooks review the language learned and 
provide practice and productive activities for the lessons in the Student’s Books. They are designed for 
learners to complete independently and can be used as homework or as extension activities if required. 
A variety of differentiated activities are designed to stretch learners at their own level and provide 
choice and flexibility. Answer keys are supplied in the Teacher’s Guide and model answers are given for 
activities with open-ended questions. At the end of each Student Book unit, the Learning Objectives are 
outlined so that learners can self-assess and reflect on the progress they are making. Learners should 
reflect on the work they have completed in their Workbooks as well as their classroom learning when 
considering the progress that they are making. Teachers may wish to check learners’ Workbooks as well 
as their in-class work to get a clearer idea of where learners are excelling and areas that may need work. 
The Student Book and Workbook cover all the Learning Objectives between them, with extra coverage 
for the more challenging objectives. 

Once learners have completed the lessons in the Student’s Book, they can complete the activities in the 
Workbook either in their own time at school or as homework. The activities provide both practice and 
productive activities for the new language learned through a variety of activities to stretch learners at 
their own level. The activities do not depend on access to teacher support, online access, or the Audio 
files or visual support materials provided for classroom learning, so learners can work through the 
activities in their own time. Learners are given more choice and flexibility as they move through the 
stages to help them build confidence and give them opportunities to branch out at their own pace.  

 

Parents 

The Workbooks complement the Student’s Books and provide learners with practice and productive 
activities to review the language learned and build confidence in working independently. The activities 
are designed to stretch learners at their own level and provide choice and flexibility. Once learners have 
completed a lesson, parents can check their work to see how well they are progressing. The Student’s 
Book and Workbook cover all of the Learning Objectives between them, with extra coverage for the 
more challenging objectives. Parents can encourage learners to keep their workbook safe and use the 
write-in space provided so that completed activities can be referenced for revision. 


